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What is Earth day?: Earth day is all around us each day!
We all have busy lives in our own way, some people may
Have to work outside, inside. No matter where you are
You need our environment to do it! We celebrate this
Day to realize that we have a great environment that

We can help build and make it better! This day can also
Be used to show that you can try to get out there and

Make something of today.

What can you do?: You and many others can help
Our world be better. It is as simple as turning o�
The lights,  turning o� the water when brushing
your teeth and Recycling. With doing these simple
tasks you are Helping the environment and the

animals! Did you know that there are many animals going
Extinct because of what we are doing. Turtles, wales
And many other sea animals are! We are polluting



The water that these animals drink and live in.
How would you feel if someone was putting waste in

Your home or water?

Natural Resources Used: There are many actons
That we are doing that are making a huge impact
On the world. Some companies are using natural
Resources like wind, Sun and scraps. Some places

Are using wind to show what the weather might be
Or how slow or fast it is going. Like a windmill

Can be used to help farmers grow crops. The Sun is
Used for the bright light. This light can produce

energy , this energy then can be used for everyday
activities. Scraps or recycled items like, metal, plastic

And ect. Can be used to make items you may need
Like, cars, paper, bottles and clothes.

People who Helped: There are many people
Who helped this world to an extant like

Greta Thingburg, she is a young girl
Who helped the climate of this world.



SHe came from Sweden and started
Sitting outside the Sweden Parliament

And started to speak out about her
Beliefs about this crisis. She actually

Started skipping school to inspire
Millions around the world and protest.

She inspired the international community
And she even won the “Nobel Peace Prize”
By Norway Parliament. Greta was named
“Times Magazine 2019” as well. To know
that this Young girl was protesting to
save this World because its climate is,

amazing!

recap of Earth Day: So, Earth Day is a
Day where you and many others can help!

You can help by doing the smallest of
Things like Recycling or turning of

the light or water. Or you could be Like
Greta Thungburg and get out there And

show what you believe in the world.




